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Basic to its more than 58 yenrs work with ci,ildren, Bankstreet

believes that children grow and function as a total leing, with the

emotional, soci 1 physical and intellectual dimens 4ns interacting witn

each other and with the human and physical enviromm. ,ts which surround

them. Bankstreet views learning as part of the mavcation process which

depends on constant, sensitive, reciprocal interact 411 between the cogni-

tive and affective development. In tne introductio of their book,

Sapir and Nitzburg (1973) state tie need to relate lowledge about normal

development to children with learning disorders:

"...Important concepts about cognitive, soc tt and emotional
growth need to be comsidered. At a confere :e on "The Roots
of Excellence," sponsOred by the Bankstreet :oltage of
Education, Barbara Biber stated that:

...there is a very fundamental relation be
and personality development. The two inter
speak of as a 'circular process.' Accordiv
mastery of symbol systems (letters, words,
ing, judeing, problem-solving, acquiring an
information and all such intellectual funct
and feed into varied aspects of the persona
nesi, autonomy, creativity and integration.
a special area of influence for healthy pet
it can contribute to the development of the
How a child is taught affects his image of
in turn, influences what he will dare and c
The Challenge is to provide opportunities V
the most ot this circular growth process to
learning powers and inner strength."

;amen leunc
ct in what we
to Dr. Biber,

ombers) easur.-

organizing
ans are fed by
ity for related-
The school has
onality because
ego strength.
tmself, which,
xe to learn.
lat will make
iard greater

The child is seen ns a growing, dynamic belie, not tn a static state

and the teaching or intervention process must respoii accordingly as a

dynamic, changing process. The philosophy of the Clinical Diagnostic
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Teaching Model is based on ch ld developmental-interactional principles

which sees the child as an o g nism with a constitutional endowment

developing as it interacts with all aspects of the environment. There

is a chaining of affect, cognition and social factots which cannot be

separated from each other. Diagnosis emerges from the process of observ-

ing, studying and teaching the child.

Some basic principles of the Clinical Diagnostic Teaching

Model are:

1. Commitment that all cnildren want to learn ant do.

2. That in order to learn there must be ego strength.

3. That teaching through the "island of health" provides successful
experiences for the child so that there is a chaining of self-
concept and cognitive skill.

4. That every person has strengths and weaknesseS and a natural
compensatory mechanism to overcome the weakneSses.

5. That in order for the natural compensatory me.xlaanism to emerge
there must be enough ego strength.

6. A partnership of trust and support must emeree between the adult
and child that allows them to honestly explore the ways he or she
can best learn.

7. Development of a program that integrates all Learning: within the
content areas (reading, writing, speaking), between the content
and perceptual and thinking processes (decodine letters, discov-
ering words and matching to each other), focesing on strategies
and "learning how to len n" techniques.

Planning of a support syste that provides orportunity for the
child to function in multiple ways and on many levels. These
supports must be planned for the school, home-and community.

This Clinical Diagnostic Teaching Model implies a linking of

treatment end diagnosis so that the continually emerging patterns of the

child lead to the refinement and revision of trategies. It believes
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that professionale -working together from many at c.p ines can share their

expertise and form a common body of knowledge, skill and a communication

system that tan provide better service to children. t has a commitment

that only a totally integrated intervention program aseists the child to

become independent of his handicaps and allows for hIs natural compensa-

tory mechanisms 'to emerge.

The goal of such a program is to develop cll. d en who can become

adaptable, coping, competent people %fah educational and social skills

that enable them to learn and function effectively. It accepts the fact

that one of the most important facets of the success of such a program is

the child-teacher interaction and the necessary attributes the teacher must

have in order to provide successful experiences for children. She

obviously must be sensitive and perceptive, must have fine observational

and decision-making

of ways to succeed,

skills, must allow for the child's natural exploration

must have knowledge of task analysis informition

processing systems and child development theories. She must also be able

to provkle the back-up support system (both cognitive and emotional)

that will allow the child to proceed. Last but not least, she must be

able to translate for the child, in simple language, the process the child

uses that is aucceesful so that the strategies that Jork for him can be

encouraged and translated to others (family, f iendn, teachers).

This clinical niagnostic Teaching Model represents a commitment

to the Learninl nisahled child that he can and does learn; that he has

his own strengths and compensatory mechanism; that tnese compensatory

mechanisms can be enconraged to emerge through a support system of teachers,



resource persons, parents and peers; that these supprt persons must be

connitted to the view of the child as a compeeent person. Then, and only

then, will cognitive strategies and techniques hecome transferable and

integrated into more effective performance.

Education means learning for life. The curticutum for Learning

Disabled children must provide an organizational structure that allows for

the expression of thoughts and feelings about a lar va variety of experiences

and permits the child to discover his own learning processes. The strength

he gains will help him to share with his parents an& teachers those things

that he cae do that will help him learn. The plannokeducational inte

vention uses a diagnostic teaching paradigm with coINtinual diagnostic

refinement and/or modification of the teaching strategies, and ongoing

communication and consultation with teachers and paYents.

Glaser (19)2) has reconmended a complete shuft of emphasis from

input-o tput variables to process related ones. Thu5 requires the integra-

tion of contemporary theories of child development, learning and human

performance. The emphasis here is to foster "learning-to-learn" skills;

to recognize that basic strategies can be developed to des gn flexible

instructional sequences in which the entry point in ono sequence is deter-

mined by the rapahility of the child. It recognizes that with sufficient

time and optimal circumstaces all children are cap ble of learning.

Underachievement in no longer \rimed solely as a result of some inadequacy

within the child, 4nt may Instead ref leet the inadsquncy of the inter-

active process between learner characteristics and variables within the

instructional system. Although attempts may be made. to individualize

important concepts about the child's information processing system,
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knowledge of what goes into u fact and the relattonshi ) of these to

the communicaCon system between two persons is crnoi I.

Sapir and Nitzburg (1973) state that children are developing

organisms constantly changing. Current approaches fragment the understand-

ing and treatment of the child. They do not allow for treatment on all

levels simultaneously-cognitively, emotionally, experientially. The

tendency is to do isual-perceptual training in one place with one person,

reading instruction with another, language training with a third and

psycho-therapy detached from the learning environment with a fourth.

It is not possible to isolate learning problem* fronevery other aspects of

the growing child. What is needed are "child specialists" who understand

therapeutic procedures within a framework of diagnostic teaehing and

diagnostic counseling (Sapir-Wilson 1978). The chilck specialist must

understand the child's feelings as well as bis thinking processes, be able

to analyze a cotgni4ve task, determine a child's learning style and relate

it to the child's personality and temperament. This is an attempt to

"reintegrate" tile child and to establish the view that all children, includ-

ing those in tr uble, have normal developing processes. Children have

biological strengths and weaknesses which interact with tneir environment,

helping or hindering their growth. The child needs to develop emotional

strength that allows for tr st and autonomy and permits freedom of play and

exploration before eymbolic knowledge is possible. For those children with

biologic weaknesses, tt is the emotional strength that allow for the com-

pensatory mechanism to function. With the diagnostic-teaching model the

teacher understands the relstienship of educational growth and the develop-

ment of self-concept as they change and eihance learning. Knowledge, skills
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and strategies become the core of the important interaction between

the child and teacher.

For those individuals or institutions who sse this diagnostic-

clinical model as a utopia, it is seggested that it is, a far simpler

program to put into effect than other models. it dees inv lve some retrain-
ing and reorient tion of teaching personnel. This is best accomplished

right on the job by having a resource person (regarliless of discipline

in which trained) who can encourage, support make suggestions, be patient

but persevering, demonstrate and be generally knowledgeable, sensitive and

percept ve to the needs of teachers and children. Change is slow one takes

effort. I is far easier to follow what someone telle us to do Chan be a

keen observer, a task analyzer, a decision-maker and a curriculum developer.

But given time to explore, teachers with the help of seppo rive resource

persons will become autonomous, capable and responsible fcr the indivldual

needs of each of their "learning disabled" children.

At the very least they should be allowed to develop their own tools

for studying children lf they %Ise tests or developmental scales and it

they can understand that tasks, tests or ocales are only so good as the

observations they elicit, they will then evolve a scientific method of

taking hunches (hypotheses), testing them out, and drawing conclusions to

see if it brings success. Sech type of teacher traleIng develops creative,

thinking, renponsthln And accountable personnel who will he able eventually

to teach children and take leadership in the trainine of others.
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A desert tion of the Learning Lab will explein how we make the

theoretical base of our Clinical Teaching Diagnostic Model operational.

The author has directed a learning laboratory for children

with specific learning disabilities. The basic mode of intervention is

a diagnostic teaching nethod in which diagnosis and teaching are ongoing

and inseparable. Integral components of this approaCh include:

1. one-to-one tutorial work with the child;
2. concomitant training of the tutors and leadership staff;
3. integrated use of an interdisciplinary team, and;
4. work with parents and classroom teachers.

1. The Tutorial work with the children

Twenty-three children are currently be ng tutored on a weekly

basis. Each child works with a Bankstreet College graduate student through-

out the year. These children were screened and selected as follows:

Over 1,300 children were observed by project staff tri the following ways:

15 classes approximately 525 children were observed in P.S. 75
15 ctasses, approximately 525 children were observed in P.S. 84
2 kindergarten classes, approximately 60 children, were observed

in P.S. 166

8 classes, approximately 200 children, were observed at Bankstreet
School for Children

In addition, 10 children were referred from the Puerto Rican Family
Institute, and 4 children were observed from Blythedale Hospital
Treatment Center.

Each of the liaison pernonnel to the schools spent 21/2 days a week

for 3 weeks in thin procedure looking at all the children in the classes

they visited and paying special attention to chtldren'identified by

teachers as needing help. Of the 1,300 children, 165 children were

selected, individually seen and carefully observed. Discussions were held

with these children's teachers and informal assessment techniques were used.
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Forty-six ch ldren were fhen selected and matched for research purposes,

using the criteria specified in the proposal wi%.h respect

to problems in academic achievem-ant, cognitive abilities, perceptual

motor abilities and individual learning styles. The match-

ing was based on the type of learning problem,age, personality and

cognitive style and academic performance.

Each graduate'student with his/her supervisor was given the names

of 2 or 3 matched pairs (selected in terna of the graduate student's person-

ality style ana needs) troy which he/she selected one pair. A coin was

tossed to determine with which child ot the pair the tutor would work.

The other child of the pair was used as the control.

The graduate students continued to work with the children through

Niay, 1978, increasing their contact to two one-hour sesnions per week--

one at Bw"treec College, and one at the child's scttool.

Plans for years 2 and 3 are to repeat ehe tutorial design with

new groups of graduate students. A few graduate students from this year

will serve as supervisors next year. Sone of the thAldren who are being

served this year wilt continoe to be served next year, although with a

different tesco -tutor. The r.maining slots will be filled through a

similar screeming process as implemented in year I. However, the

matched-pair design will not he initiated for new participants (but will
continue for the tunriC retained from year 1) and 0 refined screening

process--based on modifications of those used in year 1--will be employed.

2. Training oftutore and ehe leaderahip staff

The training of the tutors and leadership aff includes:



a. seminars - 3 hour sessions weekly, i clocOing:

1) project staff - 1-ctuulrs discussion of readings, demonstrations
2) guest lecturers

3) interdisciplinary team analysis of videos

b. small group and individonl conferences with supervisors:

1) 6 supervisors working with each of 4 graduate students
2) weekly individual or small group meetings to analyze videotapes,

review logs on the child, review progress of child, plan further
stratgies

c. leadership training for supervisors:

I) participation as members of the interdisciplinary team
2) semi-monthly group meetings with the instructor, coordinator

and project director to review progress of graduate students
and children, plan next steps for training of tutors and, inter-
vention for the children, and discussions of leadership roles and
supervisory processes.

The seminars, the work with supervisors, and the leadership train-

ing for supervisors have been in ,,rogress since Sepvember, and will con-

tinue through May. This design wilt be repeated iu years rwo and three

of the project.

The interdisciplinary team

The interdisciplinary team consists of the baacher-tutors who work

with the learning disabled children; their supervisors (one for every

four graduate students); medical personnel (a child psychiatrist and a

pediatric leurologist); a psychologist speech pathologist, a language

specialist, a social wo ker an early childhood speoLlaili t and graduate

faculty members.

The group meets weekly in three-hour seminnr3 to review videotapes

of tutorial sessions, to discuss ehild characteristie.s and to refine the

diagnostic-treatment process. These meetings conthuse throughout the year.
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4. Work wtql_PPrents and classroom teachers,

Work with parents in the Learning Lab occurs both individually

and in groups. Parents are invited to patt{ctpate in a,group and in '

this supportive environment to share their feelings) expectations, past

failures, and to become more sen ltive to the needs of the child. Parents

have also requested sessions on ways to work with their children.

Parent meetings began tn January 1978, and t.Ire held at two-week

intervals for intereued parents. In addition, a staff member has been

assigned as liaison to the coinmunity and has been in contact with parents

individually, as needed, si ce December.

Parents have been very open and shared informption (medical,

behavioral and environmental) about their families and chi d en beyond what

had been known previously.

Group meetings at Bankstreet with teachers vh,me children are parti-

cipating in the tutorials were held in February, March and April. In

addition, each school has been assigned a resource person from the project

who has been serving as a liaison and working in the schools on a part-time

ba (approximately 1/2 day each week) since October.

The plans for next year are repeat the de.!Agn for parents and

,

teachers.' Teachers who ore located in the school selected for intensive

work will have more extensive involvement with Bankvtreet staff (see section

below on Outreach to Public Schools).

12
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A. Outreach to Public Schools and,Adaptation of_the Model

"To replicate the model demonstration center in a public
school(s) through staff development and tne introduction
of a leadership resource person to serve as a staff
developer and support person to teachers and children."

As part of the outreach and collaboration with public and independent

schools, a leadership resource person from the Project has been assigned

to each 01 the participating schools--P.S. 75, P.S. 84 P.S. 166, the

Bankstreet School for Children, and the Puerto Rican. Family Institute.

The liaison person spends approximately 1/2 day per week tn the school.

Each liaison person has established relationships with teachers,

facilitating initial screening and selection of chilaren, and providing

help to teachers on an informal basis. This work will continue throughout

year one and year two. However, in year two, one school will be selected

for adaptation of the model into th t setting. Tho "ti:lison" role will

be extended to that of staff developer with a commensurate increase in the

time spent in that school.

The school selected for "replication" or adaptation of the model

will be one of the schools currently participating in the program, with

selection nased on the tollowAng:

need for the services

an indication of cooperation and support of the school administration
- an indication of support and interest of the tPIching and other school
personnel

a willingness by the school administrator to allow time for staff
development for participatine, teachers

- a commitment from the school administration to share with the
Bankstreet Project in providing personnel for the program

Oblectives for adaptation of the model in the school include:

a) introduction of the dlagnontic teaching model to teachers and other
school personnel

1 3



b) reorganization of the special services in the f hool so that
specialists serve as support personnel for teacAers

c) introduction of the concept and functions of an interdisciplinary
team for diagnosing children's educational needs, and planning
educational strategies, and

d) providing staff development for interested teacheOt by conducting
bi-weekly seminars and hy increasing interactions ;moo?, the teachers,
specialists, and Bankatreet liaison staff

The staff development effort will focus on:

changing attitudes
- assisting participants in increasing their knoWledge and understand-

ing of children with specific learning disabilities
- assisting participants to develop skills in ob5ervation and assess-
ment, task, analysis nd developing educational strategies for each
child

The staff developer from the Bankstreet Pro ect W1I conduct regular

bi-weekly aeminars with the group of participating teachers, meet indivi-

dually with the participants, work in the classroom modeling ways of work-

ing with chitdren, and serve as a member of the interdisciplinary team.

Ue ot video tapes of work with children, and cafv: 5rndv techniques will

again be a major mode of training. Participants who complete the program

may earn 2 graduate credits from Bankstreet College

Ettorts will aiso be made to influence the assigement of children

with learning disabilities to classrooms of teacher() who might be the

best "match" for them.

B. The Research .omponent ()layer,. t,.71.11

1. Accomplishments achieved and planned--fi st year.

The accomp:ishments, to date, of the research component are described

below in relation to each of the evalaatim objectives identified in the

original proposal.
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a. "ro validate the model through the measurement and verificiation
of changes in children served in school achieve:tent, self-concept,
behavior, and interpersonal relations."

Three sources o data will he used to assess the *ffecttveness of

the tutorial sessions and the crowrh in the children served. These are:

- Results from a stand rdized test battery administered at the beginning
and end of the tutorial program to children who received tutoring
and to children who comprise a matched control group. During the
screening process, children with similar learnin3.problems of approx -

mately the same age wmre paired. One member of eich pair was
randomly assigned to a graduate student and the other to the control
group. At present, the pre-test data has been collected on all
childreN in the study and is currently being organized and scored
for each child.

Analysis of change in child behavior as revealed ie videotapes of
tutorial sessions collected toward the beginnine and end of the
Practicum. To date, each child receiving tutorial help has been
videotaped three times. Dimensions for analys.is of the tapes are
currently being determined.

- Graduate student logs and case summaries on the progress of each
child. Graduate students keep records on each of the tutorial
sessions and periodically write case summaries on the child with
respect: to the child's temperamental characteristics, emotional
development, social behavior, perceptual-motor development, cognition
and basic skills. This work is currently in prottress. In addition,
dimensions for a case study guide are currently oeing refined for
use Sy the graduate students.

The content and procedures of the data sonrce!:,, described above are

largely congruent with plans specified in the proposal. However, some

shifts have occurred.

- A matched control group design was implemented Instead of the stated
intention to assess change fri children by tompar.ing their progress in
tne program with their performance in the prior two years.
This change was made because the matched control group design offers
greater experimental rigor. Also, some changes *ere made in the
selection of instruments for the test battery as more information
emerged regarding the relative merits and psychometric properties of
the various tents available.

is
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Following is the Instrumentation for the Standardized Test Battery:

self concept
expressive language

receptive language

general intelligence

perceptual
reading

spelling
arithmetic
temperamental characteristics
and attentional factors

Draw-A-Man
Detroit Absurdities
W1SC-R picture comple ion
Detroit Commissions
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
W1SC-R (or WPPS1) vocabulary
subtest
WISC-R (or WPPS1) block design
subtest
Bender.

Roswell-ehall
WRAT: reading
WRAT: spelling
WRAT atithmet ic

Conner'S Rating Scale

An effort is being made to identify dimensions Eor analys s of the
videotapes. We are searchiny for a system to allalyze both the matching
procedures and the interaction process of the tutorial-child relationship.

With respect to this objective, anticipated a.ztivities for the

remainder of this year and next include:

- collection of the post-test data and analysis abd report writing of
the results.

- coding of the videotapes and analysis and report writing of the
resnIts.

integration of the information frost the graduam student logs and
case summaries into selected case studies.

b. "ro clarify, refine and document the procedure3, techniques and
instruments used in screening ch ldren with specific learning
disabilities."

. A retitle form to Identify the characteristics of children with learn-

ing problems wa developed and used by teachers, supervisors, and graduate

students during the screening process. The outcome Of the screening

procedures used this year are currently being examined in relation to



alternative procedures and a report with recompw',tat ions for refinement

in the screening prc;Cess is in progress.

c. "To clarify and refine the nature, the process, rind the role of
non-hierarchical interdisciplinnry team."

The meetings of the interdisciplinary team aro currently being audio-

taped and transcribed. The transcripts will be used as a basis for a

descriptive analysis of how the interdisciplinary team functions.

Contrasts will be drawn between the elassic l clinic model, as described

in the literature and this model to identify differences between the

approaches.

The project also had as an aim to:

"Fvaluate the effectiveness of this interdiscialin ry group in
relation to the generation of productive 'intervention tor the
children."

Relevant portions of the tran9cripts of the interdisc plinary team

meetings will also he used as part of the individual caso studies. The

case stulies will examine the contribution of tne interdisciplinary team

meetings in the overall wirk with the child.

d. nro identify and clarify those factors in the ceaching-learning
process which are pivotal for seccessful change in children with
specific learning disabilities, and particularly those factors
which are not identified or mearured in standned diagnosis or
achievement tests."

As in the case of oblective the major sources of data will be the

analysis of videotapes of the tutorial session and the graduate student logs

and case aun,niries. As lt relates to thin abjective the videotape analysis

will be concerned with adult behnvior variables, learning task variables,

and intexaction variables as well an child behavior veriables. The

delineation of these variables ast well as the collect'ion of videotapes is



in progress. One strategy which is being fsed to identify significant

variables is to examine and compare videotapes of tutor-child pairs where

the child made major gains and where the child's gatriS were minimal.

e. "Measurement of growth of the teacher-tutor graduate students as
they become more competent, more Sensitive AO rOre aware of the
interactive forces."

Three sourCes of data will be used to assess the growth of the

graduate stedents. These are:

- The videotape analysis mentioned above

The logs that the supervisors are keeping on each graduate student,
and

- The results of a pre-post test of the graduate student's ability to
analyze children's personality characteristics and learning problems,
and to develop education plans for children in relation to each
child's strengths and needs. These competencies are being assessed
through an analysis of graduate students' writthi responses to
viewing videotapes of three children with distInctly different
learning problems and behavior characteristics. These videotapes
were shown and pre-test data collected at the beginoing of the
Practicum. Tis exercise will be repeated at the end of the
Practicum. The data will be analyzed and repoTted. Current plans
also call for a description of the supervisory process based on
interviews wlth supervisors and on the logs that they keep.
Although these plans and procedures capture the spirit of measuring
the growth of the graduate tutors, they represent a consioerable
elaboration of the specifics mentioned in the proposal.

Ail of the data discussed above has been colleer&I in year 1, although

some of the analysis and report writing will take place in year 2.

2. Research Design for Second and third Year

Two ab'ectives are cited in the funded proposal for the Evaluation

Plan during years two and three of the proiect.

a. To identify the essential characteristics of competence, tempera-
mental personality in the Specific Learning Disabilities teacher
and requisite child-teacher compatibility.

1 8
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This oblective is very much in line with the research plan of year

one, and its Implementation will consist of an exterwion of the data collec-

tion and analysis procedures initiated in year one fpr_those children who

continue to be served a second year in the program. /his sample will

provide the data for longitudinal case studies. In addition, it will be

possible to compare the relative merits of tutorial sErltegtes used by

different adults with the slime child. The variables identified during the

pilot studies of year one will be further studied during year two, with the

aim ot identifying the significant factors. The sources of data for

this study inv-ludet

pre-post test for graduate students

post test only of standardized test battery devicloped in year one
for children receiving a second year of tutortn8

graduate student logs of tut rial sessions and case summaries

- supervision logs of meetings with graduate students

- videotape analysis of tutorial sessions

transcript of interdisciplinary team meetings related to the
sample children

information from teachers and parents about the child

b. To evaluate the pilot replication of the model in one education
institution.

This objective relates to the research for the program in the public

school setting. The ohlectives of the activities in the public school are

described in the preceding section.

The research concerns for this component newt y!ar will be:

To provide a descriptive analysis and assess the impact of the
reorganization ot special services through (1) records of the
contacts between specialists and teachers and specialists and
children; (2) interviews with specialists teathers and the
Bankstreet liaison.

19



- To assess changes in the knowledge, attitudes mnd classroom prac-
tices of teachers by means of (1) informal classroom observation
by the liaison of teacher's curricUtum, teaching strategies and
Approach to individualization; (2) interviews with specialists,
teachers and the Rankstreet liaison and (3) adeilniltration of the
pre-post test to teachers for analyzing videotapes of children
with learning problems.

During the third year of the Prolect the research design for the

public school setting will provide a more in-depth aS.3essment of the teachers

who continue to receive staff development training and the impact tnat tnese

activities have on children. Where possible, the fo3Iowing data sources

will be added to tnose already citedt

- Systematic classroom observation of classroom practices and patterns
of teacher-child interaction, to assess change over the course of
the year.

Collection and anal:sis of videotapes of teachers working indivi-
dually with children.

- Analysis and comparison of standardized test scoros from school
files of children in classrooms with participating and non-
participating teachers.

C. Dissemination Activities and Development of DiSsemination and Training
Materials

"To generate written and multi-media materials to be used lor dissemina
tion and training purposes," and to prepare tapes and written materials
demonstrating all of the aspects of the work wlth the child, teacher,
and parent for dissemination to other interested, parties."

Videotapes of the one-to-one tutorial sessions With the children have

been collected on a regular basis Ai ce the'tutorial sessions began in

late November 1977. Mall hour segments are videotaped each week for four

tutor-child pairs. This means that each of ehe 24 tutor-child pairs ts

videotaped once every six weeks. The training sessions with the classroom

teachers and t4e parent's are also being videotaped.
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Plans are to continue the videotaping as described above to be used,

not only as a training mode but also to accumulate case study records of

different types of special learning disabilities and teaching strategies

for workingwith the children. Future plans include development of complete

videotapes to use for training and dissemination purposes.

the interdisctplinary team seminars are being audiotaped and trans-

cribed. the tapes and transcripts will then be used to deyelop descrip-

tive materials on the role and function of an interdlsciplinary team.

Additional materials tor dissemination will include research studies

and reports, and project reports. A pamphlet describing the project is

currently in preparation. For the dissemination component, this first year

of the project is being used to collect the necensary data and information.

Plans are to push further toward development of the materials in the

second and third years of the Project.

In addition to the development of materials, the dissemination

activities include a "demonstration" aspect for visitors to the program

and presentation of the model at c nferences and meetings.

21
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To give an example of a Case Study, n presevtation.made by

Ann Wlborn, supervisor in the Learning Lab will be Included as follows:

I. GRADUAtE

Jane is a mature woman who is introspective and somewhat verbally

guarded in her contacts with others particularly in terms of her personal

life. She I. highly intelligent and witty. There s a slight tinge of

cynicism on the surface. But underneath, if one s fq ton te enough to

know her well (and this is not easy), one finds encTmous sensitivity,

warmth and a beautiful, almost naive sentimentality. Although she has

much insight into herself and others, she is often Teluctait to express

herself, particularly in the presence of more assertive personalities.

One gets the feeling that her silence in no way is a withdrawal. She is

a keen observer and a'keen listener, rare qualities that are extremely

valuable in her work.

She chooses her words carefully and is low-iW.yed and gentle in her

approach to children. She has about her at times a quality of sadness.

She is realistically self-questioning and self-critical and responds posi-

tively to suggestions without in any way feeling tivrearened. If anything,

she is somewhat hard on herself, forever searching for a better way and

asking of herself how she might have done better.

She is highly organized and structured without being rigid and is

in fact, flexible and spontaneous.

She is ahlP to shift gears, to seize tne moment so to speak, and to

use it creatively to teach. She has an impressive ability to take advan-

tage of.an unexpected happening and to turn it into a learning experience.
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These qualtties will become dramatically appaient if I am able

to do )ustice to the quality of her work in my preSentation.

Aeckground

Jane Was born in England and spent time teaching elementary school

there. She graduated from Columbia University havitg majored in English

and has completed her course work at Bankstreet. Her independent study

will be a case study of Bill and she will supervise in the Practicum

next semester. Her fieldwork was with 5s and 6s at Bankstreet and at

the St. Luke's Therapeutic Nursery. She also did volunteer work both

at St. Luke's and at the Reece School where she worked with emotionally

disturbed pre-school children. She has just begun privately tutoring

children with learning problem.

She took the Practicum with the hope of gatiting more knowledge and

experience in working with "learning disabled" children. She felt that in

order to grow professionally, since most of her background had been with

emotionally disturbed youngsters that she needed to focus more directly

on the processes of learning and on techniques of daling with deviations

in thene processes.

lue or Child Desired

Thus, Jane expressed the denire to work with n child with reading

problems. I was present at the time of her first interview with Bill and

1 sensed an 'mediate rapport. Perhav t too am being sentimental in

m7 reflecti is hut there seemed to me to be a mutual attraction between

this very 9ms11 and soft-spoken child (who exhibited a quality of helpless-

ness) and this very soft-spoken nurturing woman. I mnst mention here two



additional details which I feet to be ,4orth noting. j-ne has no children

of her own, and in the beginning of the semester jaae's own mother

passed away. I will not elaborate on what I feel to be the significance

of these facts but will only express my belief that they pt)vide an

additional dimension to the relationship which developed between Bill

and jane.

During their brief meeting Jane read a story to Bill (this

activity eontinued over the year to be one of great and meaningful

sharing between the two and one which was to become n ritual in their

sessions together). Bill was well focused and invoived. Altnough we

noted an articulation problem and a somewhat passive einality to his

communicatiou, his vocabulary was excellent.-

Although his teacher indicated (as did his inothor) that Bill was

di tractable, somewhat hyperactive and frequently difficult to control,

we otserved none of this. School reports described hin n a non-reader.

Jane WAS luite clear in her preference for working With this child and

was delighted when he was chosen.

The Hatch (Tutor and Child)

Although I was not involved in the matchlog process, for some

reason there as little deubt in mv mind that this would indeed be the

match. I think this conclkoion vArt based on my gut feeling about the

manner in which the two related, as well as my faith in the knowledge

and sensitivity of these making the choices.

24
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IIMISi,L2L_lsfor Growth. of Child aed Tutor

My predictions for growth were extremely positive, both because

of my belief in our model and because of my strong impression that

Jane's style was completely compa Die with our apptoach.

Concerns

We know vefy little of Bill's background and this was of great

concern to ve as well as to Jane. Such concerns we were l ter to find

out were well founded.

gill's laSkEETInd

Bit by hit in their early weeks together Jane learned some of the

details of Bill's history. Much of this way revealed to Jane by Bill's

teacher who became increasingly communicative with her.

Bill is ao adopted child. Information about his biological family

and prenatal history is not availble. It is assumed by the teacher that

he ts the product of an interracial union. His Adoptive parents are

white. There are uwo older natural children. Pill was adopted at a

tima when the marriage WAS undergoing many diffici.rit es with tne hope that

the new baby would bring the couple closer together. Such VAS not the

case and the marriage ended in divorce. Bill's father who was a physician

remarried and all of the children spent time with him and his wite. A

few years ago Bill's adoptive father committed suicide hy injecting

himself with an overdose of demeral. Bill and his siblings still maintain

contact with the second wife ot the adoptive father. This iS reportedly a

positive relationship. Interviews with his adoptive mother revealed that she

is not certail as to whether or not Bill knows that he was adopted. Addi-

tionally, it is her belief that all of the chilAren think that their



father's death was an accident. Our own contacts with Bill lead us to

thel_minion_ that his awareness of these very loaded issues is keen,

plbeit confused. Moreover, tile many conversations with Jane anvolving

the subject of racial differencen iwiicate moch corcern regarding his

own identity.

The Process

Jane's priority was, of course, to establish a warm and trusting

relationship with BL11. She immediately sensed his fearf liess of

relatiog to others and the careful distance that he kept. She accepted

this without feeling (as some might) rejected, and respected his need

to defend himself in this manner, in order to bettgr enderstand this

very complicated child, she began to assess his weaimesses his strengths,

and hiq style with a variety of innovative and non-threatening activities.

EXAMPLE: Bill had been playing with the miniature tov animal5 that are

part ot the several beautiful games that Jane devised. She was interested

in determining his dominance and asked him to prernd that he was a

hunter who was out shooting wild animals. She rolIA up a piece of

paper, telling him that this was his spygl She ackcd him to cl se

his eyes while she lid some or the small animals aboui the room. Then she

asked him to put the spygla.s to his eye and to try to tind the animals.

He thoroughly enjoyed the game as he did the pretend football game that

followed (in which he pn's9ed a rid kinked an imaginNry hail). With these

non-threatening ACtivition, lone wic ohie to get a ;treat deal of

information.

2
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atistiption of Bill

D.O.R,: 10/2/70; CA At intake -

There are many Bills. Perhaps this is one of most signifi-

cant observations that I can mike,. His moods and, Indeed, his very

tempo shift dramatically. Environmental factors greatly lifluence these

shifts. Thus, in describing him, I will do so in terms of his behavior

in the very supportive and structured si uatlon with which Jane provided

him.

"vsical Appearance

Smolt ( appears physically like a 5-year-old, handsome, neatly
dressed).

Tem9erament

Highly focused (1-to-1 setting)
Persistent
Perfectionistic -- sometimes overly. This nteracting with
his feelings of Inadequacy produced de. eatinm and withdrawal

Distractable in overly stimnlating situations (observed at
first party)

Affect - Emotional Daveloment

Frequent mood shifts; fearfLI, passive, afraid to risk involvement
Little eye contact
Or open, spontaneous, charming--good eye consact
Shifts from aggressive to regressive (infantile)
Shifts from quality of helplessness to indevandence
Asks many significant questions of Jane (feei free to do so
He's like his tutor and is a qnestioner

Social

Difficulty relatng to peers
Competitive (has expressed feelings ot inadequacy due to his size)
Generally relates to adults with caution but is at times

surprisingly ellen

27
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expressive Languam

Articulation difficulties (delayed development)
Infantile quality and syntax. This is not consistent.

Sometimes extremely sophisticated. Passive quality but
sometimes very expressive and spontaneous

Receptive Laps/page

Excellent ability to follow direc ions

concepts

Excellent number concepts; able to categori
and generalize

Some concrete thinking evidenced

Gross Motor.

AWkward clumsy gate

Fine Motor (righthanded)

predict logically

Extreme tension in pencil grip
Needs to put much energy and effort in fine motor tasks

(See Dr. Mi el's report on next page)

Aud itory_Moda 1 itY

Difficulty discriminating short vowel sounds
Auditory sequential memory; possible processing difficulties

Visual

Some weakness noted in visual memory

Academic Development

Strong in math concepts (2.5-5178 FIAT Math
Reading and spelling poor (comprehension good)
Poor sight vocabulary

Began as non-reader; now able to decode simple 1-letter linguistic
parttlrun (mat, men, cap)

Reading it first grnde level; has developed 90M0 sight vocabulary

28



Dr. HIgel's Evaluatien

1. Maturational delay (generally at 6-yeat level)
Delayed motorically (Gross and Fine motor dellyed)
Overflow noted in some tasks

2. Might have been premature high risk infant. This combined
with environmental problems may be significant factor in child's
development.

3 Well-focused, persistent well related durinf interview

General Description of Tutorials

Jane exhibits both flexibility and structure. Her planning is well

organized and creative. Each session is linked to the next so that the

entire year was beautifully and appropriately coordinated. She recog-

nized Bill's need tor repetition and reinforcement and developed a

variety of entertaining and non-threatening activities to provide him with

this. She is low-keyed and warm. She makes beautLfel original

materials. She chooses her words carefully and knovis the value of

silence (she does not feel the need to keep up the verbal interaction

recognizing that well-placed silence is very positive). She is very

sensitive to Bill's needs and quick to pick up on bds verbal and non-

verbal clues. Her timing is beautiful. Ihe does not rush in impulsively,

but weighs her actions and wf)rds with care. She is Aware of this child's

emotional difticulties and uses great eoltrol and discret on so as not

to open up a Pindorass box.

Bill and Jane both possess and appreciate a sense of humor. They

work seriously together but they have a wonderful ability to play (they

frequently sins; toeether to 1,ilii(7o to,nsiqn for Bill).
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Jane was aware of what caused Bill anxiety anA structured their

sessions in a way which reduced the possibility of the occurrence of

such anxiety. She is able to help him to shift to anocher activity

without being arsiitrary.

Her maturity, her wisdom, her orientation, Net restraint and het

spontaneity combined to make the tutorials moving to be observed, and of

undoubtedly tremendous impact and value to both Jana and Bill.

Videotapes

The videotapes exemplified all of what I have described. In the

composi e it i4 particularly interesting to trace tirle growth of trust

between the two (the change in Bill affect and him Increased eye

contact). The tapes clearly convey the extraordinaYy quality of their

interaction and the Importance of thetr relationshi 1. Also in ob erving

these tapes, one comes awa e of Jane's masterful tilming and sensitive

choice of words. One senses the magic of a beauttfikl match.

Bill's language patterns and his mood contrasts are .1 o highly

visible in the tapes. Hifi problems with aggression lean n about death,

and concerns with his size and his academic inadequacies are also very

clear.

Jane's ability to stand back and allow fill space and silence is

dramatically illustrated intbe segment on the compo5ite where he looks

at the book without words.

Loz,

It is impossible for me in the time and spacwavailable to describe

Jane's log, which reflects perfectly and totally the quality and content

of her work as we 1 39 the rrowth of a moat beautiful relationship.
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Thus, foiloling a very brief description, I will rtesent some quotes

which I feel'will illustrate in parr what happened to these two

individuals in their months together. :lane throughout:Ater log asks

many important questions. She is self-critic/41 and r cogni es when she

has goofed". At the same time she has faith in her Ability to gr w

and immed(ately suggests what she will do about her "goof" (her vc.cd not

mine). In reading her log, I found nqself both laughing and crying.

Her work is integrated and cre tive. The therapeutic nature of this

relationship is clear as is the educational. One does not often have

the opportunity to see such a beautiful balance in operation. Before

presenting quotes from the log, I should mention the tact that Jane

audiotapes each tutorial session, thus she has the opportunity before

logging the session to re-examine their content.

Growth of Insights and Trust Information from Jalie 4 LqP)

2nd Session

Jane observed the beginning of the "silly" behavior which
frequently occurred during their sessions. When certain tasks
are presented in which he feels insecure, Ole silliness occurs.
Jane picks up his frustration and talks directly with him
about it.

5th Session

She notes "When he gets into an area where h is not so sure
of himself, he becomes more impulsive and as he begins to do
poorly, the anxiety grows and the impulsivity increases."

"My feeling is that he is in need of and wants structure and
responds well to it. lim sure from seeing his reactions to the
other boys that in the classroom he is constantly.aware of
and interacting with the other kids and thus cannot focus on
any task."
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Ssttjvtt1 to His Needs and Style

6th Session

Jane asks if she should finish a story she's been reading or
whether she should stop and finieh it next week: "He wants to
finish now. I feel his need to end something appropriately is a
good tmdication of his own sense of order and will be a
valuable asset in his learning process."

Noting his interest in labels and in being read to,
h. wants very much to read."

Awareness of His Need for Success

tta sure

"I told him that I had heard something fantastic about him from
Ann with whom he had met last week. I told him that I knew he
could read some words and how great that suls. I told him that
I had made him a book and that I had the feeling he would read
all the words in it." (She shows him the book "At" family.)
She knew he could read this. "Ile read it all and I said, 'Bill,
you Lye been holding out on me.' I tickled him in the tummy.
I often put my arm around his snoulder ano tussled his hair
and he accepts that. But this tine he giggled and seened
pleased by this physical contact."

Self-Criticism and Self-Awareness

"This I'm afraid was a real mistake on my part and I'm angry
with myself that I was being so precious about my materials.
It wou/d have been so good for him to have had it, but I will
make him 'Dan the Man' next week. I can only hope I
didn't miss my chance." She forgot some of her materials and
as she was looking througn her tnings she %aid, "What a dummy
I am to have forgotten the paper." In a very quiet voice Bill
said, "You're not a dummy." ("I really did not hear this until
I'd played my tapes of the session and was s,:ruck by the sadness
in Bill's tone when he said it.")

"I told him how proud I was that he knows so many words and how
well he'd done in reading two whole books. "That's very good,"
I said. On the tape I heard a very faint "no." ile obviously
does not feel at all good about himself.
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Divelvalent of Trust

"I gave him a book which he had road the week before knowing
how much he enjoys repeating things that he succeeded at." She doesn't
tell him he's wrong when he makes a mistake but rather.she provtdes
him with a strategy. A way of correcting himself.

"When he made a mistake and said "Nan" for Nat, I pointed to the
T and said the last letter is tmportant and it's important to look at
all the letters." Then he self-corrected.

Back at P.S. 75 Bill says that he canigo back to his classroom
by himself. "I said it was a Bankstreet rule we had to take the kids
all the way back to the classroom. I did not want him to ehink I
did not trust him."

Growth of Insight _Into WatThat He Operates

She is able to pick up on the behavioral clues that he gives
in regard to his emotional needs and he comes more and more aware of,
his vulnerability. She asks, "When should I step til? How much
should I talk about these things?" She doesn't impulsively rush in.
She knows the importance of choosing her words carefully.

"With such a poor self-image it is to be expected that Bill will
find it hard to accept compliments. Does one just pour them on whenever
they are appropriate or should I talk to him about this. I. feel he might

be wilting to hear." She again asks the important questions and I think
then knows the answers.

Jane's Ability to Utilize Every Aspect of the LearnSng Situation

During a rhyming game they were working with words with all at
the end. They arrived at the word tall. Jane notes, "I asked if he knew
what tall was and asked how tall is Bill? Bill replied, 'little.' I

said you're not; let's measure you. Bill replied, 'I want to be big."
Jane had a tape measure (she was prepared for this). She measured him
and wrote it down--4'2". They both read ehis several times. 'lle was very

subdued." Jane asks in log, "Is his teasing of big boys related to feelings
of smallness?"

Therapeutic Nature of Relationship Grown
,laneilses Bibtiotherm__

She rends to him 'M nlmoPy. vtely session Ali& rot question
him about the story but rather allows him to listen and think it through
himself. She read such books as Crow Boy, Two's A Team, There's A Night

mere in my Closet, etc.

My Feelings

I remember this,little one, when he first came to us, passive and
-fearful, with little eye contact, afraid to risk involvement, and now I see
the growth in ihis relationship and his giving of Uimself to it.



These are just some of the examples of what WP mf?an by the

Clinical Diagnostic Teaching Method. The therapeutic alliance that

developed between adult and child and the sensiti ity and nwarenes

of the adult allowed jane to provide the insiphts andstrategies

that enhanced growth through the emotional, experiential and cognitive

channels, integrating all aspects of treatment.
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